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Since mid 90s heart rate monitors are gaining quite popularity. The reason behind its success is that
it's really helpful while training or doing exercise. Since several years, it has become one of the
standard tools in various exercise machines such as bikes, treadmills, etc.

Heart rate monitor is one of the excellent tools that help you to workout in your safety zone. Several
different types of heart rate monitors are available in market these days, some of the basic are such
as Polar ft4f, Timex T5g971, Reebok strapless, and much more.

Here I would like to discuss about two of the heart rate monitors that I know about as per my
experience and they are Timex T5g971 Unisex Sports Personal Heart Rate Monitor Watch and
another one is Polar ft4f.

Timex T5g971 Unisex Sports Personal Heart Rate Monitor Watch, which is also known as Timex
Personal Trainer Heart Rate Monitor, comes with big display and its dim light provides clean
reading. Itâ€™s very easy to use and it provides accurate readings. You can say its one of the next
generation heart rate monitor. It comes with excellent features, that makes it unique compared to
other heart rate monitors. The most common feature about this heart rate monitor is that itâ€™s unisex.
It can be used by men as well as women. Another great thing about this Timex Heart Rate Monitor
is that it comes with chest strap, which makes it better to target the heart zone and to provide
accuracy in reading. By this you will not waste your energy. You can even wear it as watch on daily
basis as it also shows date and time, plus itâ€™s water resistant.

Another one is Polar ft4f, this one is also like a watch, but some of the features that make it more
popular are like automatic age based target zone, which helps in determining your target heart zone
limits based on your age, calculating the number of calories burned during whole workout. Based on
the Polar ft4f reviews, itâ€™s said that Polar ft4f is really one of the popular heart rate monitor, which
comes with some of the great features. It even offers features like to record the data, so you can
check it for long time use. It comes with graphical target zone indicator, which shows heart rate
zone in graphical way.

Whether its Timex T5g971 Unisex Sports Personal Heart Rate Monitor or Polar ft4f, based on
reviews both are the best to go with.
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a Polar ft4f reviews can help you decide if the product can live up to your expectations. You need to
have a Watch monitor for heart rate if you will buy a Polar ft4f.
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